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PRODUCT GUIDANCE SHEET
BRAKES CONCENTRATED MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER

A versatile formulation that cleans most types of floors, walls, table-tops and sanitary surfaces, leaving a pleasant
fragrance. It is used for a wide variety of spray/wipe cleaning tasks for housekeeping and building services
applications. It is non-biocidal and therefore suitable for domestic cleaning in hospitals. It removes ingrained grime
from vinyl and safety flooring and can be used as a maintainer on laminate, sealed and polished wooden floors.
When used with a buffing pad it produces a perfect satin finish.
Product Name:
Description:
Pack Size(s):
Pallet Size(s):
Product Code(s):
Trigger Bottle:

BRAKES CONCENTRATED MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
Concentrated perfumed floor and hard surface cleaner
2X5Ltr
80
A16088
A16235

HOW TO USE
It must be diluted correctly with water to prepare effective cleaning solutions. Product is dispensed via a standard 5lt
pelican pump.
Bottle cleaning solutions:
Dilute with 1/2 plunges of a 5lt pelican per 750ml labelled trigger spray. Remove gross debris and spray onto surface
or equipment. Depending on the degree of soiling allow sufficient contact time. Agitate heavily soiled areas if
necessary, then wipe away with a clean cloth or absorbent paper to leave a fresh clean surface.
Bucket cleaning solutions:
Depending on the volume capacity of the mopping system being used dilute with 2/3 plunges of dispenser for 3lt to
8lt, and 5 plunges per 12lt bucket capacity.
Approved by the Altro Flooring Evaporation Test and is therefore likely to be safe to use on all similar types of
safety flooring at the stated dilutions to prevent staining, chemical/surface damage or colour loss.

Issue Date: June 2014
Brakes chemical products are manufactured under ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 registered Quality and Environmental Management System.

Clean-As-You-Go Hygiene
Remove gross debris. Spray directly onto the surface or equipment. Depending on the degree of soiling allow
sufficient time for the product to penetrate the soil. Agitate heavily soiled areas if necessary, then simply wipe away
with a clean cloth or absorbent paper to leave a fresh clean surface.
The product is a concentrate designed for economy in use, so follow the recommended dilution rates as over
concentration of chemical may cause smearing on surfaces or leave them tacky. If this happens wipe down with a
damp cloth or mop with cold clean water.

SAFETY ADVICE

WARNING Causes serious eye irritation. Wear protective gloves and eye protection IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with
water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation
persists, get medical attention.
For further detailed information on this product please refer to the Safety Data Sheet.
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

COSHH STATEMENT
COSHH is a law that requires all employers to take steps to control substances (chemicals) that may cause harm to employees,
contractors and visitors to the workplace. Every work environment will be different in terms of the hazardous chemicals that are
present, and how these are used, and individual assessments may be necessary to consider how chemicals can be handled and
stored safely, in addition to ensuring that appropriate PPE and training is provided for employees. Product SDS and Product
Guidance Sheets are intended to help when carrying out a COSHH assessment, however if further advice is needed with regard
to specific issues in your work environment we are happy to provide advice. E-Mail Technical: technical.solutions@rpadam.co.uk

